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First review on Amazon of GLASS WALLS, published by Orient BlackSwan, 

stories of tolerance and intolerance from the Indian sub-continent and 

Australia edited by Meenakshi Bharat and Sharon Rundle (pictured). Thrilled 

to see my short story HENRY received a special mention. GLASS WALLS was 

launched recently at the Australian Short Story Festival in Melbourne. Have a 

read of Punekar’s review: 

“This collection of stories tackles a wide variety of subjects and is 

categorised into Family, Race, Gender, Religion and so on and 

that is why I enjoyed the book. One could pick and choose a story 

to read depending on one’s mood. I specifically liked the stories 

on Family and Gender. The stories on race brought out the 

dichotomy that exists in all of us, as mentioned in the 

introduction to the book. Right thinking people are determined 

not to be biased and want to do the right thing but the 

subconscious mind often has another agenda. The rational aspect 

https://arts.monash.edu/south-asian-diaspora-network/news-and-events/articles/glass-walls-stories-of-tolerance-and-intolerance-from-the-indian-subcontinent-and-
https://orientblackswan.com/details?id=9789352876792


of the personality loses out in certain circumstances. This is 

brought out in the stories on family too, particularly the story 

titled “The Wedding Gift”. Another story I liked was the one titled 

“Henry”. We behave in the most irrational ways but we are not 

bad people, not really, just human. All the stories are not equally 

good, but all of them touch something inside your heart.” – 

Punekar 

GLASS WALLS is available from Indian publisher Orient BlackSwan. 
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Exciting news from Meenakshi Bharat re launch of GLASS WALLS in India on 
Tuesday 24 September: ‘Her Excellency Ms Harinder Sidhu, the Australian 
High Commissioner in Delhi has kindly agreed to release Glass Walls.’ 
 
The Australian launch of GLASS WALLS will be Sunday 20 October in 
Melbourne as part of the Australian Short Story Festival.. I am honored to have a 
story included in this collection of stories of tolerance and intolerance from 
the Indian subcontinent and Australia. There’s my name on the back cover 
alongside literary greats such as David Malouf and Elizabeth Jolley. 
 

So what is the Australian Short Story Festival? 

The Australian Short Story Festival is an annual celebration of 

short stories in written and spoken forms. The Festival brings 

together local, national and international short story authors and 

oral storytellers in a culturally diverse and vibrant celebration of 

storytelling in the shorter form. 

My favourite contemporary short story writer is Canadian Alice Munro. I have 

five of her collections on my bookshelves. 

Alice Ann Munro is a Canadian short-story writer who won the 

Nobel Prize in Literature in 2013. Munro’s work has been 

described as having revolutionized the architecture of short 

stories, especially in its tendency to move forward and backward 

in time. Wikipedia 

When it comes to the classics, it’s hard to beat the gigantic talent of writer 

James Joyce. 

James Augustine Aloysius Joyce was an Irish novelist, short story 

writer, poet, teacher, and literary critic. He contributed to the 

modernist avant-garde and is regarded as one of the most 

influential and important authors of the 20th century. Wikipedia 

His most often referred to short story is The Dead. 

https://www.facebook.com/meenakshi.bharat1?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARB3NlZtgb_EvKK1nygvO_zJN4SFs4ro3-ByAg5ybbO0cNY8kbQJ4frc5HBj1dOrv3eKcmiRxR2KWB7k&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDokPX8etAKhalywy6KcV9_v1Al53xj8w4RzlnTLK86hyEm2pRkRyyYNXkAT25gH2NTBG0yHg_LJ1BSASSEIuZrTEDt4yzlvVDFFB7F1FpoWRGF_hWK46DI-nLjhTu0uD_tCWzHQRFpXZYwWDvvSwFdpDnCJZcakxsH8YDzDRMZYEE6JjJvHRjb_BjKd1OBegZJcZbWXKveSk_Jn3QX0LNtg1f3ZJlUXaovSqAaWctHH6N1Lo-XYRi0OfOieAqFCDL48HSOTRMAGN4LPEb7VhS2FSS52ASUo6nIABGfmMoXgzJpqXf59Kha0P2IsbXgVSKklCsR9KrLRDLg74rn_qSbCDTi
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“The Dead” is the final short story in the 1914 collection Dubliners 

by James Joyce. The other stories in the collection are shorter, 

whereas at 15,952 words, “The Dead” is almost long enough to be 

described as a novella. 

This is the last paragraph of James Joyce’s, “The Dead” and an explanation of 
what it means by sparknotes: 
Yes, the newspapers were right: snow was general all over Ireland. It was falling on 

every part of the dark central plain, on the treeless hills, falling softly upon the Bog of 

Allen and, farther westward, softly falling into the dark mutinous Shannon waves. It 

was falling, too, upon every part of the lonely churchyard on the hill where Michael 

Furey lay buried. 
—“The Dead” 
 

‘In the very last paragraph of “The Dead,” and hence the last 

paragraph of Dubliners, Gabriel gazes out of his hotel window, 

watching the falling snow and reflecting on his wife Gretta’s 

recent confession about her childhood love, Michael Furey. 

Previously in the story, Gabriel had been intoxicated and 

energized by Gretta’s preoccupied mood, which reminded him of 

their courtship, but her outburst of sobbing undermines his self-

assurance. This quiet moment of contemplation portrays Gabriel’s 

muted, hushed acceptance that he was not Gretta’s first love, and 

that in fact he has never felt love at all. The blanket of snow 

suggests this sense of numbness in Gabriel’s character—he is 

literally frigid to emotion—but also the commonality of this trait. 

The snow does not fall only outside of Gabriel’s window, but, as he 

envisions it, across the country, from the Harbor of Dublin in the 

east, to the south in Shannon, and to the west. In other words, 

everyone, everywhere, is as numb as he is. 

‘In this image, Gabriel also contemplates his mortality, and how 

his living experience intersects with death and the dead. Snow 

falls everywhere in Ireland, including on the grave of Michael 



Furey, who has so recently entered his life. In his speech at his 

aunts’ party, Gabriel had called for the need to live one’s life 

without brooding over the memories of the dead, but here he 

realizes the futility of such divisions and the lack of feeling they 

expose in his character. Gretta cannot forget the pain of the dead 

in her life, and her acute suffering illustrates for Gabriel that the 

dead are very much a part of the lives around him, including his 

own. That Gabriel’s reflections occur in the nighttime adds to the 

significance of this quote. As he now broods over the dead, he 

hovers in that flickering state that separates the vibrancy of one 

daytime from the next. The darkness above the ground mirrors 

the darkness beneath the ground, where coffins of the dead rest.’ 

– sparknotes 
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Such a thrill to see my name in the list of contributors to ‘Glass Walls’, stories 
of tolerance and intolerance from the Indian Subcontinent and Australia, 
alongside famous authors  including David Malouf, Elizabeth Jolley, Bruce 
Pascoe, Debra Adelaide, Roanna Gonsalves. 

‘Glass Walls’ had a pre-launch at SAFAL (South Asian Festival of Art and 
Literature) at the weekend.  At the event I was invited to read my short story 
‘Henry’ (first published in Quadrant). Am honoured to have my work in this 
important book published by Orient BlackSwan, edited by Meenakshi Bharat 
and Sharon Rundle. The book will be released this month.  It will be fully 
launched at the Australian Short Story Festival 2019 in Melbourne October 18-
20. 
 

Glass Walls’ challenges readers to look deeply into their own 

prejudices and reveals how small intimacies of intolerance 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/safal-fest-2019-fine-arts-exhibition-poetry-music-dance-tickets-64219226435
https://orientblackswan.com/
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become the bedrock of world tragedies that tear humanity apart. 

A powerful anthology.’ – Susanne Gervay OAM 

 

 


